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TO MAKE YOUR CARD,  you will need: 
-1 piece of scrap paper (ideally double sided) (here iʼve chosen Cosmo Cricket ʻHaunted/ 
Macabreʼ 
-1 CD 
-10 eyelets matching with the colour of your paper 
- a piece of thin ribbon (approx. 30cm, 3mm wide (so it goes through the eyelets) 
-micro beads ʻSilverʼ 
-Shrinky dink pastic 
-Black embossing powder 
-Ink: Stazon ʻJet blackʼ
-Alcohol based ink ʻPurpleʼ 
-1 cotton bud or a fine brush to apply/colour the alcohol ink 
-Blings 
-Ruler, pencil, scisors, glue, Gloss, eyelet tool/hammer ect...
 
Method: 
1) Take your scrap paper and use the most printed sided for the outside and the plain side 
for the inside of the card. 
 
Measure/fold a piece of 12cm Height for 6cm x 12cm x 6cm Length.
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2)  Place  your CD in centre and fold over the left and right side over it.  Then trace the 
shape of the circle with your pencil, then trim with your scissors.  Ink the edges.

Towards the bottom of this round card, punch 5 holes on each side, secure your eyelets 
with your tool and hammer.

3).  Stamp the inside (of card), left and right with stamp background ʻFond Graniteʼ de 
Gallou.
Stamp the outside (of card) with ʻlʼarabesque 7ʼ (swirl) and emboss with black embossing 
powder.



4). For your CD:  Stamp your images with Stazon ink ʻJet blackʼ referring to photograph for 
position of each stamps used.

5)  Colour carefully ʻLʼarche de halloweenʼ (ʻHalloween archʼ) with a cotton bud or your fine 
paint brush (dab the ink rather than brush over the design otherwise the alcohol ink will 
rub the stazon ink off)



6)  Place your CD in centre of your round card, adhere it.

7) Stamp the ʻCroix de Maodrenʼ (the Cross) on a piece of shrinky dink plastic, heat with 
heatgun, once it is shrinked, leave it to cool down.

8)  In centre of your CD, apply a fair amount of gloss (to hide the cd prints ect...), then 
sprinkle with your silver micro beads, then place your cross (made of shrinky dink) over 
it, leave it to dry on a flat surface.

9)  To finish, stamp the background ʻFond de Gallouʼ on each opening of the round card 
(inside).   Stamp twice the ʻbougeoirʼ (ʻcandelabraʼ), cut them out, mount them on 
double sided foam tape and place on each side of the opening of your card (as shown 
below)...



10)  Lace your ribbon through your eyelets and... voila ! (your card is finished:) !!



TO MAKE YOUR CUBE, you will need: 
- Left over of your scrap paper (here Cosmo Cricket ʻHaunted/Macabreʼ) 
- Plain cardstock (a matching colour with your scrap paper.  Here, iʼve used ʻCreamʼ) 
- 2 extra thick pieces of cardstock (or chipboard) approx. 4,5 inch x 13,5 inch (or 11,5 
cm x 34,5cm). 
- Embellishments: small black flowers, adhesif bling/diamantes, ribbon ect...  
- Embossing powder ʻBlackʼ 
- Shrinky dink plastic (to shrink some images as embellishments if you wish) 
- Stazon Ink ʻJet blackʼ  
- Masking tape 
- Black acrylic paint 
- Ruler, scisors, glue, heat gun for embossing ect.... 

Method: 
1) Take your 2 pieces of extra thick cardboard of approx. 4,5 inch x 13,5 inch 
(or  11,5 cm x 34,5cm). (I have printed my photos in very small format for this project, 
however if you are printing your photos on normal size, make your cube bigger (approx. 
6inch square or 15,5cm square),



2) Measure/divide those 2 pieces in 3 equal parts.  With a sharp tool (or back of scissors), 
score your marks making 3 folds.

3) Referring to photographs, place your 2 folded pieces to form a cube.

4) Attach/adhere each joints with some masking tape to give some strength to your cube.



5) Paint all edges with acrylic paint.

6)  Once your cube is put together and painted, measure and cut 5 pieces of plain 
cardstock approx. 10cm x 10cm.  Those 5 pieces will be used to scrap the 5 visibles 
surface of your cube.  STamp all your pieces with a background ... i used ʻFond graniteʼ 
and ʻCemetaryʼ ect... or you can use your left overs scrap papers...



7)  Here:  Showing you a little technique to roll your paper:  with your cutter, cut a cross 
then a slash in middle of this cross, and roll around a piece of bamboo skewer ect... 
then... ink as you wish....

8)  Ink, Distress and decorate as you wish according to your photos or theme for your 
cube.

and VOILA !! your cube is finished !!

Have fun scrapping it !! :)






